New and pre-owned service contracts designed for franchise and independent dealerships

Program Highlights

- Two levels of named component coverage
- An exclusionary level of coverage
- Eligible vehicles include current + 10 model years
- Coverage terms up to 7 years/100,000 miles
- Deductible options include $0, $50, and $100 per repair visit
- Includes the Lifetime Engine Warranty program
- Taxes and fluids are covered on authorized repairs
- Transfer benefit
- Additional benefits include: towing, jump-start, flat tire change, vehicle fluid delivery, lockout assistance, rental and concierge services

Coverage Levels

Powertrain Pre-owned

Engine: Engine heads, engine block, cylinder barrels, timing cover, valve covers and oil pan (covered only if damaged by the failure of an internally lubricated part), the following internally lubricated parts: pistons, pins and rings, connecting rods and bearings, crankshaft and main bearings, camshaft, followers and cam bearings, push rods, valves, springs, replaceable guides, seats and lifters, rocker arms, shafts and bushings, timing gear, chain, tensioners and retainers, eccentric shaft, oil pump. Also covered are the following: timing belt, serpentine belt, water pump, intake and exhaust manifolds, turbo charger, engine mounts and cushions, engine torque strut, harmonic balancer, flexplate, all pulleys, dipstick and tube.

Transmission: Transmission case, transfer case and torque converter case (covered only if damaged by the failure of an internally lubricated part), all internally lubricated parts contained within the cases, dipstick and filler tube, vacuum modulator, internal linkage and I/C chips

Drive Axle(s): Differential housing, transaxle housing, final drive housing (covered only if damaged by the failure of an internally lubricated part), all internally lubricated parts contained within the housings, axle shafts, constant velocity joints (CV), universal joints, drive shafts, locking hubs, locking rings, supports, retainers and bearings

Premium Pre-owned

Coverage includes components listed in Powertrain Pre-owned as well as:

AC/Heating: Condenser, POA valve, orifice, serpentine belt tensioner, temperature control programmer, power module, idler pulley and bearing, ducts and outlet hoses, blower motor, high/low cutoff switches and pressure cycling switch. Includes only factory or factory authorized-dealer installed equipment.

Suspension: Control arm shafts, bearings and bushings, radius arm, radius arm bushing, stabilizer bar, stabilizer link, stabilizer bushing, torsion bars and steering knuckles

Steering: Steering column shaft and couplings, cooler and cooler lines, power cylinder, pitman arm, idler arm, tie rod and ends, link and control valve

Cooling: Heater core

Fuel: Fuel sending unit, fuel injectors, lines, nozzles and fuel tank

Brake: Backing plates, rear actuators, springs, clips and retainers, self-adjusters, linkage and cables

Electrical: Distributor, all relays and solenoids, all electric motors, controllers, switches, delays and pumps, cruise control transducer, engagement switches and servo

High Tech: Level control compressor, sensors and limiter valve, pneumatic suspension pump, sensors and valves, spark control/detonation sensors and controller, driver information display/module, moisture control unit and sensors, combination entry system, vehicle manufacturer installed anti-theft device and I/C chips. Not covered on vehicles with over 125,000 miles at time of sale or when powertrain coverage is selected.
The Select New Vehicle Plan is an exclusionary level of coverage that protects all vehicle components on new vehicles against the cost of breakdowns due to mechanical defects, subject to specified exceptions.

Exceptions and excluded components are summarized below*:

- Vehicle misuse, commercial use, racing and vehicle alterations
- Damage caused by a non-covered part or an external force or event
- Routine maintenance, leaks and noises
- Repairs or replacements that are unauthorized, for performance enhancement, or subject to a manufacturer’s warranty, manufacturer’s recall or other coverage
- All pre-existing conditions (problems existing prior to sale of service plan)
- The following components are among those explicitly excluded: Paint/carpeting, frame or structural separation, manual/hydraulic clutch assembly, shock absorbers, trim, hoses and rubber parts, fiberglass top, any repositioning, refitting or realigning; moldings, distributor cap/rotor, tires/wheels (except optionally selected in the declarations section), airbag/supplemental restraint systems, lenses, battery and cables, all maintenance service and items such as alignments, wheel balances, engine tune-ups, spark/glow plugs, plug wires, brake pads, linings and shoes, filters, lubricants, coolants, hosts and belts, bright metal, light bulbs/headlights, exhaust system, weather stripping, body panels, brake rotor/drums, normal fluid/oil lubricant seepage, canvas, vinyl or fabric tops, shop supplies, hazardous waste removal, body adjustments, buttons, handles, door hinges, glass (except optionally selected in the declarations section), service adjustments and cleaning

* A complete list of exclusions appears in the vehicle service contract.

**Optional Coverage**

- **Tire & Wheel Road Hazard Coverage** Provides tire repair or replacement when damaged by a road hazard
- **Paintless Dent Removal** Restores dented metal without harming the vehicle’s factory finish
- **Front Windshield Repair** Repairs chips/cracks caused by road hazard or temperature change

*Optional Coverage is available in some states only. See your service contract for exact terms, coverage and exclusions.

**Additional Benefits**

- **Towing** to the nearest qualified repair facility
- **Jump-starts** to charge a weak or dead battery
- **Flat tire changes** in the event of a flat tire
- **Vehicle fluid delivery** to provide gas or fluids
- **Lockout assistance** to unlock a vehicle
- **Rental reimbursement** in the event of a mechanical breakdown of a covered part
- **Concierge services** provide emergency phone call support to relatives and police
- **Transfer benefit** if vehicle is sold while the service contract is still active

*All plan benefits are subject to maximum reimbursement limits, may not be available in all states and may be different for each vehicle protection plan. Please see your service contract for all details.

**Transfer benefit** if vehicle is sold while the service contract is still active

*All plan benefits are subject to maximum reimbursement limits, may not be available in all states and may be different for each vehicle protection plan. Please see your service contract for all details.

**Contact Us**

Protect your customers from the high cost of mechanical breakdowns with Select.

For more information about this program call 866.384.6320 or send us a message.